At least some good news. Let’s see.
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Dear Dr Dominguez-Rodrigo,

Thank you for submitting your manuscript entitled “Revising the timing of arrival of humans in America through deep classification of cut marks on bones” to Nature Communications. I am pleased to inform you that we are sending your manuscript out for formal peer review.

If you have not done so already, please alert us to any related manuscripts from your group that are under consideration or in press at other journals, or are being written up for submission to other journals (see www.nature.com/authors/editorial_policies/duplicate.html for details).

Nature Communications uses a transparent peer review system, in which we publish the reviewer comments to the authors and author rebuttal letters of our research articles online as a supplementary peer review file. We only do this for papers submitted from January 2016 that are being published, and our authors are given the opportunity to opt out of this scheme at the point of acceptance. Furthermore, on author request, confidential information and data can be removed from the published reviewer reports and rebuttal letters prior to publication. If your manuscript has been previously reviewed at another journal, those reviewer comments would not form part of the published peer review file. For more information, please refer to our FAQ page at http://www.nature.com/article-assets/npg/ncomms/authors/ncomms-transparent-peer-review.pdf

We will contact you after we have received our referees' comments.
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